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The Internet/WWW has made it possible to easily access quantities of information never available before. However, both the amount of information and the variation in quality pose obstacles to the efficient use of the medium. Artificial intelligence techniques can be useful tools in this context. Intelligent systems can be applied to searching the Internet and data-mining, interpreting Internet-derived material, the human–Web interface, remote condition monitoring and many other areas.
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Web Application Defender's Cookbook: Battling Hackers and Protecting UsersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Defending your web applications against hackers and attackers


	The top-selling book Web Application Hacker's Handbook showed how attackers and hackers identify and attack vulnerable live web applications. This new Web Application Defender's Cookbook is the perfect counterpoint to that book: it shows you...
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Tree Climbing Robot: Design, Kinematics and Motion Planning (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2012

	Climbing robot is a challenging research topic that has gained much attention from researchers. Most of the robots reported in the literature are designed to climb on manmade structures, but seldom robots are designed for climbing natural environment such as trees. Trees and manmade structures are very different in nature. It brings different...
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Labour and the Challenges of Globalization: What Prospects for Transnational SolidarityPluto Press, 2008
'Labour and the Challenges of Globalization breaks new ground by anchoring the response of labour to globalization in the strategies of individual labour movements. Through ten excellent country reports, leading labour scholars show how new struggles are emerging in the face of hyper-competition and the expanding informalisation of work. It is a...
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Magnetic Memory: Fundamentals and TechnologyCambridge University Press, 2010

	If you are a semiconductor engineer or a magnetics physicist developing magnetic memory, get the information you need with this, the first book on magnetic memory. From magnetics to the engineering design of memory, this practical book explains key magnetic properties and how they are related to memory performance, characterization methods of...
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Microsoft Office Excel 2003 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2003
You’ll notice some changes as soon as you start Microsoft Excel 2003. The toolbars
and menu bar have a new look, and there are some new task panes available on the
right side of your screen. But the features that are new or greatly improved in this
version of Excel go beyond just changes in appearance. Some changes won’t...
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Hierarchical Neural Networks for Image Interpretation (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2003

	It is my pleasure and privilege to write the foreword for this book, whose results I
	have been following and awaiting for the last few years. This monograph represents
	the outcome of an ambitious project oriented towards advancing our knowledge of
	the way the human visual system processes images, and about the way it combines
	high...
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